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Common European values for young

people encompass many of the same

principles and ideals as those

mentioned earlier. 

However, they are often tailored to

address the specific needs and

aspirations of younger generations. 

Here are some common European

values for young people:



INCLUSIVITY
AND DIVERSITY
Young Europeans value inclusivity and

embrace diversity in all its forms, including

cultural, ethnic, religious, and sexual

diversity. They promote equality and strive

for a society that respects and values every

individual, regardless of their background.



ACTIVE
CITIZENSHIP
Young people are encouraged to actively

participate in civic life, engage in

democratic processes, and exercise their

rights and responsibilities as citizens. 

They are encouraged to express their

opinions, vote, and contribute to their

communities.



SOCIAL JUSTICE
Young Europeans advocate for social justice

and fairness. They fight against

discrimination, inequality, and social

exclusion, and strive for equal opportunities

for all individuals, regardless of their

socioeconomic background.



ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
Young people are increasingly concerned

about the environment and climate change.

They value sustainability, support initiatives

to protect the planet, and promote eco-

friendly practices and policies.



EDUCATION AND
LIFELONG LEARNING
Young Europeans value education and

recognize its importance in personal and

societal development. 

They seek quality education that prepares

them for future challenges and promotes

critical thinking, creativity, and innovation.



DIGITAL SKILLS AND
INNOVATION
Young people embrace digital technologies

and recognize their potential for innovation

and progress. 

They value digital skills and strive to be

digitally literate, adaptive to technological

advancements, and responsible digital

citizens.



FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
AND MEDIA LITERACY

Young Europeans cherish freedom of

expression as a fundamental right and value

media literacy. They seek accurate, diverse,

and unbiased information and promote

media literacy skills to critically analyze and

navigate the digital media landscape.
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